
A SPLENDID HOME 
AT ASSET GALLERIA
Asset Galleria 4E is a splendid home at the heart of Thrissur city. 
Asset interior team has adorned the dwelling in an exquisite way 
through handpicked uncluttered classy designs giving the space a 
soothing look.

LIVING ROOM
The living room holds a sumptuous feel with the design feature adopted.  A perfect 
and unblemished design of the designer partition, TV unit and the pooja unit with 
CNC patterns gives an elegant look to the room covering almost an entire wall of the 
living space. The wall behind the TV unit is designed in panels with vertical runners. 
Sofa and the texture painted wall with the shades of beige makes the room more 
classy and elegant.
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DINING AREA 
The dining area is prudently overlooking the balcony, with a crockery unit to store cutlery and 
other accessories. The designer partition between the living and the dining is a beautiful palette of 
wooden shade. 
 



KITCHEN
The kitchen of the apartment is designed with a combination of tropical blue and frosty white which 
adds an ingenious touch and creates a fascinating design equipped with cook top, hood, oven, over-
head as well as under the counter top modular storage spaces are provided including a space for 
washing machine. 

BEDROOMS
A simple and cozy design is opted for an aesthetic and spectacular vibe of bedroom. A combination 
of frosty white and wooden shade gives a neat, uncluttered appearance. Cot with bottom storage, a 
side table and a study table with overhead unit is strategically provided near the door. 



CLIENT SPEAKS

We recently had the pleasure of working with Asset on an interior fit 

out project in Asset Galleria. From the beginning, Asset was 

professional, courteous, and highly knowledgeable. They were able 

to provide us with a comprehensive plan that was tailored to our 

needs and budget.

An Asset representative was always available to answer our 

questions and address our concerns. They were also very patient 

and accommodating when it came to making changes and 

adjustments to the plan. Their attention to detail was impressive 

and they were able to complete the project in a timely manner.

The end result was a beautiful and functional space that exceeded 

our expectations. We are extremely pleased with the work Asset did 

and would highly recommend them for any interior fit out project.

Team behind design and execution: Mrs. Seena Rajesh, Mr. Akhil Sivaraman, 
Mr. Sandeep Chandran, Mr. Amal Joseph, Mrs. Shameena Shafeeque, Mrs. Nisha Jacob

Reach us @ interiors@assethomes.in | Call: 9946100216

Mr. Syam Kumar Kulangara  and family
 Proud owners of Asset Galleria 4E


